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Abstract
The asymptotic formula of the number of integral points in non-compact symmetric
homogeneous spaces of semi-simple simply connected algebraic groups is given by the
average of the product of the number of local solutions twisted by the Brauer-Manin
obstruction. The similar result is also true for homogeneous spaces of reductive groups
with some restriction. As application, we will give the explicit asymptotic formulae
of the number of integral points of certain norm equations and explain that the
asymptotic formula of the number of integral points in Theorem 1.1 of [8] is equal to
the product of local integral solutions over all primes and answer a question raised by
Borovoi related to the example 6.3 in [3].
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1. Introduction
The Hardy-Littlewood circle method is the classical method for counting integral
points. Once this method can be applied, the asymptotic formula of the number of
integral points will be given by the product of the number of local solutions and the
local-global principle will be true (see [25]). However, the local-global principle can
not be held in general. Recently, the existence of the integral points with Brauer-
Manin obstruction on various homogeneous spaces has been studied extensively in
[4], [9], [5], [34], [35] and [2]. It is natural to ask how the asymptotic formula of
the number of integral solutions will be related to Brauer-Manin obstruction for such
homogeneous spaces. Indeed, such problem has already been studied by Borovoi and
Rudnick in [3] for homogeneous spaces of semi-simple groups, where they measured
the difference between the number of integral solutions and that of Hardy-Littlewood
expectation by introducing so called the density functions. These density functions
were described by using Kottwitz invariant in [3]. This paper can be regarded as
the continuation of [3]. More precisely, we show that the asymptotic formula of the
integral solutions will be given by the average of the product of local solutions twisted
by the Brauer-Manin obstruction.
Notation and terminology are standard if not explained. Let F be a number field,
oF be the ring of integers of F , ΩF be the set of all primes in F and ∞F be the set
all infinite primes in F . We use v <∞F to denote the finite primes of F . Let Fv be
the completion of F at v and oFv be the local completion of oF at v for each v ∈ ΩF .
Write oFv = Fv for v ∈ ∞F . For any finite subset S of ΩF containing ∞F , the
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S-integers are defined to be elements in F which are integral outside S and denoted
by oS . We also denote the adeles of F by AF and ideles of F by IF = Gm(AF ) and
F∞ =
∏
v∈∞F
Fv.
Let G be a connected reductive linear algebraic group andX be a separated scheme
of finite type over oF whose generic fiber
X = X×oF F ∼= H\G
is a right homogeneous space of G, where H is the stabilizer of the fixed point P ∈
X(F ). The map induced by the fixed point P is denoted by
p : G −→ X (1.1)
The obvious necessary condition for X(oF ) 6= ∅ is∏
v∈ΩF
X(oFv ) 6= ∅ (1.2)
which is assumed throughout this paper. By the separatedness, one can naturally
regard X(oFv ) as an open and compact subset of X(Fv) with v-adic topology for
v < ∞F . Since we will count the integral points by using the coordinates, we also
assume that X is affine and fix the closed immersion
X →֒ Spec(F [x1, · · · , xn]). (1.3)
By Matsushima’s criterion (see Theorem 4.17 in §4 of [23]), the assumption (1.3) is
equivalent to say that H is reductive as well. For simplicity, we will also assume that
H is connected. Therefore any point in X(E) can be regarded as a point in En under
the closed immersion (1.3) for any F -algebra E. A point x ∈ X(F ) can be written as
x = (z1, · · · , zn) ∈ Fn. Then one can define
|x|∞F = max
v∈∞F
max
1≤i≤n
{ |zi|v}.
For T > 0, one can set
N(X, T ) = ♯{x ∈ X(oF ) : |x|∞F ≤ T }
and
X(F∞, T ) = {x ∈ X(F∞) : |x|∞F ≤ T }.
Since X admits a unique G-invariant gauge form ωX up to a scalar and ωX matches
with the gauge forms ωH of H and ωG of G algebraically in sense of §2.4 (P.24) in
[33], the associated Tamagawa measures on X(AF ), H(AF ) and G(AF ) (see Chapter
II in [33]) are denoted by
dX =
∏
v∈ΩF
dv, νH =
∏
v∈ΩF
νv and λG =
∏
v∈ΩF
λv
respectively.
Let Br(X) = H2et(X,Gm). We would like to write the Brauer-Manin paring (see
[29]) in multiplicative way
X(AF )×Br(X) −→ µ∞ = lim−→
n
µn ⊂ C×
((xv)v∈ΩF , α) 7→
∏
v∈ΩF
α(xv)
where α(xv)’s are all roots of unity and α(xv) = 1 for almost all v ∈ ΩF by fixing the
isomorphism
Q/Z
∼=−→ µ∞.
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Then one can view any element in Br(X) as a locally constant C-value function on
X(AF ). For any subset B of Br(X), one can define
X(AF )
B = {(xv) ∈ X(AF ) :
∏
v∈ΩF
α(xv) = 1 for all α ∈ B}.
Definition 1.4. For any ξ ∈ Br(X), one can define
Nv(X, ξ) =
∫
X(oFv )
ξdv
for any v <∞F and
N∞F (X,T, ξ) =
∫
X(F∞,T )
ξd∞F
for T > 0.
The main result of this paper is the following the asymptotic formula.
Theorem 1.5. If G is simply connected and almost F -simple such that G(F∞) is not
compact and X = H\G such that H is the group of fixed points of an involution of
G, then
N(X, T ) ∼
∑
ξ∈(Br(X)/Br(F ))
(
∏
v<∞F
Nv(X, ξ)) ·N∞F (X,T, ξ)
as T →∞ for any separated scheme X of finite type over oF with X = X×oF F .
For general reductive groups, one can have the similar result with certain restric-
tion. One of the extreme situation is that G is an algebraic torus and X is the trivial
torsor of G. Consider any character
χ : G(AF )/G(F )St(X) −→ C× and χ =
∏
v∈ΩF
χv (1.6)
where
St(X) = {gA ∈ G(AF ) : (
∏
v∈ΩF
X(oFv )) · gA =
∏
v∈ΩF
X(oFv )}
and χv is induced by
χv : G(Fv)→ G(AF )/G(F )St(X) χ−→ C×
for any v ∈ ΩF and χv = 1 for v ∈ ∞F . Each χv also induces the locally constant
function χv on X(Fv) by setting
χv(xv) = χv(p
−1(xv))
for any xv ∈ X(Fv), where p is the map induced by (1.1). Set
Nv(X, χv) =
∫
X(oFv )
χvdv
for v <∞F .
Theorem 1.7. If G is an anisotropic torus and X is the trivial torsor of G, then
N(X, T ) ∼ 1
τ(G)
(
∑
χ
∏
v<∞F
Nv(X, χv)) · d∞F (X(F∞, T ))
as T → ∞ for any separated scheme X of finite type over oF with X = X ×oF F ,
where τ(G) is the Tamagawa number of G and χ runs over all characters in (1.6).
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The basic idea for proving Theorem 1.5 is to partition the orbits of the arithmetic
group action in X(oF ) in proper way and apply the equi-distribution property de-
veloped in [6], [7] and [1]. The paper is organized as follows. We first study various
orbits of X(oF ) in Section 2. In order to obtain the similar result for general reduc-
tive groups under the assumption that the map on the F−points induced by (1.1) is
surjective, we establish the mass formulae associated the Brauer-Manin obstruction
following from [36] in Section 3. Such mass formulae with characters are initial from
[12], [31] and [26]. In Section 4, we prove our main theorems based on the results on
previous sections and the equi-distribution property. As application, we first study
the asymptotic formulae of the integral solutions for norm equations in Section 5. In
Section 6, we will explain that the asymptotic formula in Theorem 1.1 of [8] can be
given by the product of all local solutions and answer a question raised by Borovoi
related to the example 6.3 in [3] .
2. orbits
Fix a finite subset S containing∞F satisfying that there are the group schemes G
and H of finite type over oS whose generic fibers are G and H respectively such that
XS = X×oF oS ∼= H\G
and P ∈ X(oFv ) for all v 6∈ S. For each v ∈ S \ ∞F , one can fix a group scheme Gv
of finite type over oFv such that Gv ×oFv Fv = G×F Fv.
Definition 2.1. For each v ∈ ΩF , one defines
St(X(oFv )) =

G(oFv ) v 6∈ S
{g ∈ Gv(oFv ) : X(oFv ) = X(oFv ) · g} v ∈ S \∞F
G(Fv) v ∈ ∞F
Then St(X(oFv )) is an open subgroup of G(Fv) for each v ∈ ΩF and it is compact
for v <∞F .
Lemma 2.2. The number of orbits
[X(oFv )/St(X(oFv ))]
is finite.
Proof. If v ∈ ∞F , then
♯[X(oFv )/St(X(oFv ))] ≤ ♯H1(Fv, H)
which is finite by Theorem 6.14 and Corollary 2 of Chapter 6 in [22].
For any x ∈ X(oFv ) with v <∞F , the morphism induced by the point x
fx : G ∼= {x} ×F G −→ X ×F G m−→ X
is dominant and smooth. By Proposition 3.3 of Chapter 3 in [22], we have that fx is
an open map over Fv points. This implies that xSt(X(oFv )) is open in X(oFv ). By
compactness of X(oFv ), one concludes [X(oFv )/St(X(oFv ))] is finite.

Define
St(X) =
∏
v∈ΩF
St(X(oFv ))
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Then St(X) is an open subgroup of G(AF ). We set
X · σA := (
∏
v∈ΩF
X(oFv ) · σv) ⊆ X(AF )
for any σA = (σv)v∈ΩF ∈ G(AF ). In particular,
X · 1A =
∏
v∈ΩF
X(oFv ).
It is clear that σ−1A St(X)σA acts on X · σA.
Corollary 2.3. The number of orbits
X · σA/σ−1A St(X))σA
is finite.
Proof. Write σA = (σv)v∈ΩF . There is a finite subset S1 ⊇ S such that σv ∈ G(oFv )
for all v 6∈ S1. Then one has the component-wise bijection
X · σA/σ−1A St(X)σA ∼= [
∏
v∈S1
X(oFv ) · σv/σ−1v St(X(oFv ))σv]× [
∏
v 6∈S1
X(oFv )/G(oFv )].
For each v 6∈ S1, one has the short exact sequence as pointed sets
1→ H(oFv )→ G(oFv )→ X(oFv )→ H1et(oFv ,H).
Since H is connected, one has H1et(oFv ,H) = 1 by Hensel’s Lemma and Lang’s The-
orem and |X(oFv )/G(oFv )| = 1 for v 6∈ S1.
For each v ∈ S1, the map
X(oFv ) · σv/σ−1v St(X(oFv ))σv → X(oFv )/St(X(oFv )); x¯ 7→ x · σ−1v
is also bijective. The result follows from Lemma 2.2. 
Definition 2.4. Let Γ = G(F ) ∩ St(X).
It is clear that Γ acts on X(oF ).
Corollary 2.5. The number of orbits X(oF )/Γ is finite.
Proof. Since the natural map
X(oF )/Γ −→ (
∏
v∈S
X(oFv )/St(X(oFv )))× (
∏
v 6∈S
X(oFv )/G(oFv ))
is injective, the result follows from Corollary 2.3.

Lemma 2.6. For any uA ∈ G(AF ), the natural map
H(F )\H(AF )uA(σ−1A St(X)σA)/(σ−1A St(X)σA)
∼=−→H(F )\H(AF )/[H(AF ) ∩ ((uAσ−1A )St(X)(uAσ−1A )−1)]
by sending hAuA to hA is bijective.
Proof. It follows from the direct verification.

Proposition 2.7. With the map (1.1), the double coset decomposition
H(F )\p−1(X · σA)/(σ−1A St(X)σA)
is finite for any given σA ∈ G(AF ).
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Proof. Since the map p induces the bijection
H(AF )\p−1(X · σA)/(σ−1A St(X)σA) ∼= X · σA/(σ−1A St(X)σA),
one only needs to show that the further double coset decomposition for each piece
H(F )\H(AF )uA(σ−1A St(X)σA)/(σ−1A St(X)σA)
is finite by Corollary 2.3.
By Lemma 2.6, one only needs to show the finiteness of the following double coset
decomposition
H(F )\H(AF )/[H(AF ) ∩ ((uAσ−1A )St(X)(uAσ−1A )−1)].
Indeed, the v-component of
H(AF ) ∩ ((uAσ−1A )St(X)(uAσ−1A )−1)
is an open subgroup of H(Fv). Moreover, it is equal to H(Fv) for v ∈ ∞F and is equal
to H(oFv ) for almost all v ∈ ΩF . The result follows from Theorem 5.1 of Chapter 5
in [22]. 
Definition 2.8. For any x, y ∈ X(oF ), we define the equivalent relation over X(oF )
x ∼ y ⇔ x = y · sA
for some sA ∈ St(X). The set of the equivalent classes is denoted by X(oF )/ ∼.
It is clear that
♯(X(oF )/ ∼) ≤ ♯(X(oF )/Γ) <∞
by Corollary 2.5.
Proposition 2.9.
1). If G is semi-simple and simply connected such that G′(F∞) is not compact for
any simple factor of G, then the diagonal map
X(oF )/ ∼
∼=−→ (X · 1A)Br(X)/St(X)
is bijective.
2). If the map G(F )
p−→ X(F ) in (1.1) is surjective, there is a bijection
X(oF )/ ∼
∼=−→ H(AF )\(p−1(X · 1A)) ∩ (H(AF )G(F )St(X))/St(X)
Proof.
1). Since St(X) acts on (X · 1A)Br(X) by Corollary 3.6 in [2], it is clear that the
diagonal map is injective. Since any orbit of St(X) is open by the proof of Lemma
2.2, there is an integral point in X(oF ) for any orbit of St(X) inside (X · 1A)Br(X) by
the proof of Theorem 3.7 (b) in [4]. This implies that the diagonal map is surjective.
2). For any elementH(AF )uASt(X) in the right side, there are g ∈ G(F ), hA ∈ H(AF )
and sA ∈ St(X) such that uA = hA · g · sA. Then P · g · sA ∈ X · 1A. Therefore
P · g ∈ X(oF ). One can define the map
φ : H(AF )uASt(X) 7→ [P · g]
For the different choices of g′ ∈ G(F ), h′A ∈ H(AF ) and s′A ∈ St(X), one has
P · g ∼ P · g′.
Therefore φ is well-defined and injective. Since the map G(F )
p−→ X(F ) in (1.1) is
surjective, one can verify directly that φ is bijective. 
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Write
X(oF ) =
⋃
i
(X(oF ) ∩ xiSt(X)) (2.10)
with xi ∈ X(oF ). For
y, z ∈ X(oF ) ∩ xiSt(X),
we can define the further equivalent relation ∼G on X(oF ) ∩ xiSt(X) as follows
y ∼G z ⇔ y = z · g
if there is g ∈ G(F ).
The following result is proved implicitly in the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [3]. For
convenience, we will provide the proof as well.
Proposition 2.11.
♯((X(oF ) ∩ xiSt(X))/ ∼G) ≤ ♯(ker(H1(F,H)→
∏
v∈ΩF
H1(Fv, H))).
If G is semi-simple and simply connected and G′(F∞) is not compact for any simple
factor G′ of G, then the equality holds.
Proof. Since the exact sequence
1→ H(F )→ G(F )→ X(F ) δ−→ H1(F,H)→ H1(F,G)
by Galois cohomology (see Chapter I, §5.4 Proposition 36 in [27]), one has that δ(xi)
is an H-torsor over F . Since the twisting of H by δ(xi) in sense of [27] is the stabilizer
Hxi of xi in G by the direct computation, one has the following commutative diagram
H1(F,Hxi)
∼=−−−−→
◦[xi]
H1(F,H)y y∏
v∈ΩF
H1(Fv, Hxi)
∼=−−−−→
◦[xi]
∏
v∈ΩF
H1(Fv, H)
where the neutral element in H1(F,Hxi) will be sent to δ(xi) in H
1(F,H) by Chapter
I, §5.3 Proposition 35 in [27]. Therefore
♯((X(oF ) ∩ xiSt(X))/ ∼G) ≤ ♯(ker(H1(F,Hxi)→
∏
v∈ΩF
H1(Fv , Hxi)))
and
♯(ker(H1(F,H)→
∏
v∈ΩF
H1(Fv, H))) = ♯(ker(H
1(F,Hxi)→
∏
v∈ΩF
H1(Fv , Hxi)))
by the functoriality of Galois cohomology and the above diagram.
If G is semi-simple and simply connected and G′(F∞) is not compact for any simple
factor G′ of G, then G(AF ) = St(X)G(F ) by the strong approximation for G (see
Theorem 7.12 of Chapter 7 in [22]). Let
ξ ∈ ker(H1(F,Hxi)→
∏
v∈ΩF
H1(Fv, Hxi)).
By the Hasse principle for G, one obtains x ∈ X(F ) such that δ(x) = ξ and x = xi ·gA
with gA ∈ G(AF ). There are sA ∈ St(X) and σ ∈ G(F ) such that gA = sAσ. Therefore
x · σ−1 = xi · sA ∈ X(oF ) ∩ xiSt(X)
and δ(x · σ−1) = δ(x) = ξ. 
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One can further decompose
X(oF ) ∩ xiSt(X) =
⋃
j
(y
(i)
j G(F ) ∩ xiSt(X)) =
⋃
j
(y
(i)
j G(F ) ∩ y(i)j St(X))
with y
(i)
j ∈ X(oF ). The following proposition is essentially the same as Lemma 4.4.1
(i) in [3], which is originally from [31].
Proposition 2.12. With the above notation, there is a bijection
(y
(i)
j G(F ) ∩ y(i)j St(X))/Γ
∼=−→ Hij(F )\(Hij(AF ) ∩G(F )St(X))/(Hij(AF ) ∩ St(X))
where Hij is the stabilizer of y
(i)
j .
In particular, if the map G(F )
p−→ X(F ) in (1.1) is surjective, then there is a
bijection
X(oF ) ∩ xiSt(X)/Γ
∼=−→ H(F )\(H(AF ) ∩G(F )St(X)σ−1i )/(H(AF ) ∩ σiSt(X)σ−1i )
where σi ∈ G(F ) such that P · σi = xi.
Proof. Since
x ∈ y(i)j G(F ) ∩ y(i)j St(X) ⇔ x = y(i)j · g = y(i)j · sA
with g ∈ G(F ) and sA ∈ St(X), one has that
gs−1A ∈ Hij(AF ) ∩G(F )St(X).
One can verify directly the map
x 7→ Hij(F )gs−1A (Hij(AF ) ∩ St(X))
is well-defined and induces the map
(y
(i)
j G(F ) ∩ y(i)j St(X))/Γ
φ−→ Hij(F )\(Hij(AF ) ∩G(F )St(X))/(Hij(AF ) ∩ St(X))
which is well-defined as well.
If
Hij(F )gs
−1
A (Hij(AF ) ∩ St(X)) = Hij(F )g′s′−1A (Hij(AF ) ∩ St(X)),
there is h ∈ Hij(F ) and ξ ∈ Hij(AF ) ∩ St(X) such that gs−1A = hg′s′−1A ξ. Then
g′
−1
h−1g = s′
−1
A ξsA ∈ Γ.
This implies that φ is injective. It is clear that φ is surjective.
Suppose the map G(F )
p−→ X(F ) in (1.1) is surjective. Then
y
(i)
j G(F ) ∩ y(i)j St(X) = X(F ) ∩ y(i)j St(X) = X(F ) ∩ xiSt(X) = X(oF ) ∩ xiSt(X)
and the result follows from applying the conjugation isomorphism given by σi. 
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3. mass formulae associated to elements of Brauer groups
In this section, we will establish the mass formulae associated the Brauer-Manin
obstruction following from [36]. Such mass formulae with characters are initial from
[12], [31] and [26]. We will keep the same notations as those in Section 1 and Section
2 and further assume that both G and H have no non-trivial F -characters. Then the
Tamagawa numbers of G and H will be given by
τ(H) =
∫
H(F )\H(AF )
νH and τ(G) =
∫
G(F )\G(AF )
λG
respectively (see [15]). Define
m(X · σA) := ν∞F ((H(F ) ∩ (σ−1A St(X)σA))\H(F∞))
and
M(X · σA) := λ∞F ((G(F ) ∩ (σ−1A St(X)σA))\G(F∞)).
Then both m(X · σA) and M(X · σA) are finite by Theorem 4.17 in [22] since both G
and H have no non-trivial F -characters.
Denote
[G,X] := G(F )[G(AF ), G(AF )]St(X) and s(X) := [G(AF ) : [G,X]].
By Theorem 5.1 of Chapter 5 in [22], the index s(X) is finite.
Definition 3.1. For any given σA ∈ G(AF ), we define
R(X · σA) :=
∑
γA
M(X · σAγ−1A )
where γA runs over the double cosets G(F )\[G,X]/σ−1A St(X)σA and
r(X · σA) :=
∑
γA
m(X · σAγ−1A )
where γA runs over the double coset decomposition
H(F )\p−1(X · σA) ∩ [G,X]/σ−1A St(X)σA.
Lemma 3.2. For any σA ∈ G(AF ), one has
R(X · 1A) = R(X · σA) = τ(G)
s(X)
∏
v<∞F
λv(St(X(oFv )))
−1.
Proof. Write the coset decomposition
G(AF ) =
s(X)⋃
i=1
[G,X]τi.
Then
τ(G) =
s(X)∑
i=1
∫
G(F )\[G,X]τi
λG = s(X)
∫
G(F )\[G,X]
λG.
Consider the double coset decomposition
[G,X] =
⋃
G(F )γAσ
−1
A St(X)σA.
Then
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∫
G(F )\[G,X]
λG =
∑
γA
∫
G(F )\G(F )γAσ
−1
A
St(X)σAγ
−1
A
λG.
Since one has the following fundamental domain
G(F )\G(F )γAσ−1A St(X)σAγ−1A
∼=((G(F ) ∩ (γAσ−1A St(X)σAγ−1A ))\G(F∞))× (
∏
v<∞F
γvσ
−1
v St(X(oFv ))σvγ
−1
v )
where σA = (σv) and γA = (γv), one obtains that∫
G(F )\G(F )γAσASt(X)σ
−1
A
γ−1
A
λG =M(X · σAγ−1A )
∏
v<∞F
λv(St(X(oFv )))
by Theorem 5.5 in Chapter 5 of [22] and the assumption that G has no non-trivial
F -characters. Combining the above together, one completes the proof. 
The following proposition gives the arithmetic interpretation about r(X · 1A).
Proposition 3.3. If [G,X] = G(F )St(X) and the map G(F )
p−→ X(F ) in (1.1) is
surjective, then
r(X · 1A) =
∑
i
m(X · τ−1i )
where
X(oF ) =
⋃
i
yi · Γ and P · τi = yi
for τi ∈ G(F ).
Proof. Since the natural map
H(F )\p−1(X · 1A) ∩ [G,X]/St(X)→ H(AF )\p−1(X · 1A) ∩ (H(AF )[G,X])/St(X)
is surjective and the fiber of an element
H(AF )τSt(X) with τ ∈ G(F ) and P · τ ∈ X(oF )
is given by
H(F )\(H(AF )τSt(X) ∩G(F )St(X))/St(X)
∼=H(F )\(H(AF ) ∩G(F )St(X)τ−1)/(H(AF ) ∩ τSt(X)τ−1)
by Lemma 2.6, the result follows from Prop.2.9, 2) and Prop.2.12. 
The assumption that [G,X] = G(F )St(X) will be satisfied if any simple factor of
semi-simple part of G is not compact by Theorem 7.28 in [5]. Let
h(X) := [H(AF ) : H(AF ) ∩ [G,X]].
Proposition 3.4. If
p−1(X · σA) =
⋃
uA
H(AF )uA(σ
−1
A St(X)σA)
for σA ∈ G(AF ), then
r(X · σA) = τ(H)
h(X)
∑
uA
(
∏
v<∞F
νv(H(Fv) ∩ (uvσ−1v St(X(oFv ))σvu−1v ))−1)
where uA = (uv) runs over the above double coset decomposition satisfying uA ∈
H(AF )[G,X].
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Proof. The contribution of each piece H(AF )uA(σ
−1
A St(X)σA) to r(X · σA) is given
by
g :=
∑
γA
m(X · σAγ−1A )
where γA runs over the double coset decomposition
H(F )\H(AF )uA(σ−1A St(X)σA)/σ−1A St(X)σA and γA ∈ [G,X].
By Lemma 2.6, one has
g =
∑
γA
m(X · σAu−1A γ−1A )
where γA runs over the double coset decomposition
H(F )\(H(AF ) ∩ u−1A [G,X])/(H(AF ) ∩ ((uAσ−1A )St(X)(uAσ−1A )−1))
and
g 6= 0 ⇔ uA ∈ H(AF )[G,X].
For any γA ∈ H(AF ), one has the following fundamental domain
H(F )\H(F )(H(AF ) ∩ (γAuAσ−1A St(X)σAu−1A γ−1A ))
∼=((H(F ) ∩ (γAuAσ−1A St(X)σAu−1A γ−1A ))\H(F∞))
×
∏
v<∞F
(H(Fv) ∩ (γvuvσ−1v St(X(oFv ))σvu−1v γ−1v ))
where σA = (σv), uA = (uv) and γA = (γv). Then
m(X · σAu−1A γ−1A ) =νH(H(F )\H(F )(H(AF ) ∩ (γAuAσ−1A St(X)σAu−1A γ−1A ))
·
∏
v<∞F
νv(H(Fv) ∩ (γvuvσ−1v St(X(oFv ))σvu−1v γ−1v ))−1
=νH(H(F )\H(F )γA(H(AF ) ∩ (uAσ−1A St(X)σAu−1A ))
·
∏
v<∞F
νv(H(Fv) ∩ (uvσ−1v St(X(oFv ))σvu−1v ))−1.
Therefore
g =νH(H(F )\(H(AF ) ∩ u−1A [G,X]))
∏
v<∞F
νv(H(Fv) ∩ (uvσ−1v St(X(oFv ))σvu−1v ))−1
=
τ(H)
h(X)
∏
v<∞F
νv(H(Fv) ∩ (uvσ−1v St(X(oFv ))σvu−1v ))−1
and the proof is complete.

Corollary 3.5. For any σA ∈ G(AF ) and τA ∈ H(AF )[G,X], one has
r(X · σA) = r(X · σAτA).
Proof. If
p−1(X · σA) =
⋃
uA
H(AF )uA(σ
−1
A St(X)σA),
then
p−1(X · σAτA) =
⋃
H(AF )uAτA((σAτA)
−1St(X)σAτA).
Since
uA ∈ H(AF )[G,X] ⇔ uAτA ∈ H(AF )[G,X],
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one obtains the result by replacing uA with uAτA and σA with σAτA in Prop. 3.4. 
Let
χ : G(AF )/H(AF )[G,X] −→ C× (3.6)
be a character. Then
χ =
∏
v∈ΩF
χv
where χv is induced by
χv : G(Fv)→ G(AF )/H(AF )[G,X] χ−→ C×
for any v ∈ ΩF and χv = 1 for v ∈ ∞F . Moreover, each χv also induces the locally
constant function χv on X(Fv) by setting
χv(xv) = χv(p
−1(xv))
for any xv ∈ X(Fv), where p is the map induced by (1.1). This χv is well-defined
since χv is trivial over H(Fv).
Define
Nv(X, χv) =
∫
X(oFv )
χvdv
for v <∞F . One can establish the mass formula associated to χ.
Theorem 3.7. For any χ in (3.6), one has
1
R(X · 1A)
∑
σA∈G(AF )/H(AF )[G,X]
χ(σA) · r(X · σ−1A ) =
τ(H)s(X)
τ(G)h(X)
∏
v<∞F
Nv(X, χv).
Proof. By Corollary 3.5, the left hand side is well-defined. Let
p−1(X · 1A) =
⋃
uA
H(AF )uASt(X).
Then
p−1(X · σ−1A ) =
⋃
uA
H(AF )uAσ
−1
A (σASt(X)σ
−1
A )
and
r(X · σ−1A ) =
τ(H)
h(X)
∑
uA
(
∏
v<∞F
νv(H(Fv) ∩ (uvSt(X(oFv ))u−1v ))−1)
with uAσ
−1
A ∈ H(AF )[G,X] by Prop.3.4. Since the measures
dX =
∏
v∈ΩF
dv, νH =
∏
v∈ΩF
νv and λG =
∏
v∈ΩF
λv
match together, one has
λv(uvSt(X(oFv ))u
−1
v ) = dv(P · (uvSt(X(oFv ))u−1v )) · νv(H(Fv)∩ (uvSt(X(oFv ))u−1v ))
for v <∞F . Therefore
νv(H(Fv) ∩ (uvSt(X(oFv ))u−1v ))−1 = dv(P · uvSt(X(oFv ))) · λv(St(X(oFv )))−1
for v <∞F . This implies that
χ(σA) · r(X · σ−1A ) =
τ(H)s(X)
τ(G)h(X)
R(X · 1A)
∑
uA
∏
v<∞F
∫
P ·uvSt(X(oFv ))
χvdv
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by Lemma 3.2 with uA ∈ H(AF )[G,X]σA. One concludes that∑
σA∈G(AF )/H(AF )[G,X]
χ(σA) · r(X · σ−1A ) =
τ(H)s(X)
τ(G)h(X)
R(X · 1A)
∏
v<∞F
∫
X(oFv )
χvdv
and the proof is complete. 
Corollary 3.8.
r(X · 1A) = τ(H)
τ(G)
R(X · 1A)
∑
χ
(
∏
v<∞F
Nv(X, χv))
where χ runs over all characters in (3.6).
Proof. It follows from
[G(AF ) : H(AF )[G,X]] =
s(X)
h(X)
and ∑
χ
χ(σA) =
{
[G(AF ) : H(AF )[G,X]] if σA ∈ H(AF )[G,X]
0 otherwise
where χ runs over all characters in (3.6). 
The immediate application of the above result is to test the existence of the integral
points on X.
Corollary 3.9. If [G,X] = G(F )St(X) and the map G(F )
p−→ X(F ) in (1.1) is
surjective, then
X(oF ) 6= ∅ ⇔ {(xv) ∈
∏
v<∞F
X(oFv ) :
∏
v<∞F
χv(xv) = 1, ∀χ in (3.6)} 6= ∅.
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, one has
X(oF ) = ∅ ⇔ r(X · 1A) = 0.
Therefore
X(oF ) = ∅ ⇔
∑
χ
∏
v<∞F
Nv(X, χv) = 0
by Corollary 3.8. Decompose∏
v<∞F
X(oFv ) = D0 ∪D1 ∪ · · · ∪Dl
as disjoint closed subsets such that χ|Di is constant for all χ with 0 ≤ i ≤ l and
D0 = {(xv) ∈
∏
v<∞F
X(oFv ) :
∏
v<∞F
χv(xv) = 1, ∀χ in (3.6)}.
For any i 6= 0, there is χ in (3.6) such that χ(Di) 6= 1. This implies that∑
χ
∫
Di
χdX = (
∑
χ
χ(Di))
∫
Di
dX = 0.
Therefore ∑
χ
∏
v<∞F
Nv(X, χv) =
s(X)
h(X)
∫
D0
dX .
One concludes that
X(oF ) = ∅ ⇔
∫
D0
dX = 0.
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Since D0 is an open compact subset of
∏
v<∞F
X(oFv ), one has∫
D0
dX = 0 ⇔ D0 = ∅
and the proof is complete. 
To conclude this section, we will point out that all characters in (3.6) can be
interpreted as the elements in Br(X). Indeed, one can view χ as an element ξ in
Br(X) satisfying
ξ(xA · sA) = ξ(xA)
for all xA ∈ X(AF ) and sA ∈ St(X) by Theorem 8.2 in [5], Theorem 2.8 and Corollary
3.5 in [2].
4. Counting the integral points via equi-distribution
We keep the same notation as that in the previous sections.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose X = H\G where both G and H are the connected reduc-
tive groups without non-trivial characters over F . For any finite subgroup B of
Br(X)/Br(F ), one has∑
ξ∈B
(
∏
v<∞F
∫
X(oFv )
ξdv ·
∫
X(F∞,T )
ξd∞F ) = ♯B
∫
(
∏
v<∞F
X(oFv )×X(F∞,T ))
B
dX
where
(
∏
v<∞F
X(oFv )×X(F∞, T ))B = (
∏
v<∞F
X(oFv )×X(F∞, T )) ∩ (X · 1A)B
and X is a separated scheme of finite type over oF such that X×oF F = X.
Proof. Since G andH have no non-trivial F -characters, one concludes that the infinite
product in the above lemma is convergent. Decompose∏
v<∞F
X(oFv )×X(F∞, T ) =
⋃
i
Xi
as a finite disjoint union such that all Xi’s are all closed and ξ takes the constant
value on Xi for all ξ ∈ B.
If there is ξ ∈ B such that ξ does not take the trivial value on Xi, then∑
ξ∈B
∫
Xi
ξdX = (
∑
ξ∈B
ξ(Xi))
∫
Xi
dX = 0
and the proof is complete. 
We further assume the following equi-distribution property
♯{y ∈ x · Γ : |y|∞F ≤ T } ∼
νx,∞F (ΓHx\Hx(F∞))
λ∞F (Γ\G(F∞))
d∞F (x ·G(F∞) ∩X(F∞, T )) (4.2)
as T → ∞, where Hx is the stabilizer of x in G, ΓHx = Hx(F ) ∩ Γ and νx,∞F is
the induced Tamagawa measure over Hx. This assumption has been proved in the
following various situations.
1). G is an anisotropic torus and X is a trivial torsor of G. The proof is exactly
similar to the proof of Dirichlet Unit Theorem, which is given in [28] (see also Theorem
5.12 in [22]).
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2). G is simply connected, almost F -simple, G(F∞) is not compact and X is
symmetric. Such result was first proved in [6], soon simplified in [7] over Q and
extended to general number fields in [1].
3). H is a maximal proper connected reductive group over Q. Such result was
proved in [8], which extends the result in [6] and [7] over Q.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose X = H\G where G is semi-simple and simply connected and
G′(F∞) is not compact for any non-trivial simple factor G
′ of G and H is connected
reductive without non-trivial F -characters. Then
N(X, T ) ∼
∑
ξ∈(Br(X)/Br(F ))
(
∏
v<∞F
Nv(X, ξ)) ·N∞F (X,T, ξ)
as T →∞ under the assumption (4.2), where X is a separated scheme of finite type
over oF such that X×oF F = X.
Proof. Decompose
X(oF ) =
⋃
i
(X(oF ) ∩ xiSt(X))
with xi ∈ X(oF ) and
X(oF ) ∩ xiSt(X) =
⋃
j
(y
(i)
j G(F ) ∩ xiSt(X)) =
⋃
j
(y
(i)
j G(F ) ∩ y(i)j St(X))
with y
(i)
j ∈ X(oF ) and
y
(i)
j G(F ) ∩ xiSt(X) =
⋃
k
z
(i,j)
k Γ
with z
(i,j)
k ∈ X(oF ). Therefore
N(X, T ) ∼
∑
i
∑
j
∑
k
ν
(i,j,k)
∞F (Γi,j,k\Hi,j,k(F∞))
λ∞F (Γ\G(F∞))
d∞F (z
(i,j)
k ·G(F∞) ∩X(F∞, T ))
as T → ∞ by the assumption (4.2), where Hi,j,k is the stabilizer of z(i,j)k in G,
Γi,j,k = Hi,j,k(F ) ∩ Γ and ν(i,j,k) is the Tamagawa measure of Hi,j,k.
Since there is gk ∈ G(F ) such that z(i,j)k = y(i)j · gk, one has the isomorphism
between Hi,j,k and the stabilizer Hi,j of y
(i)
j over F given by the conjugation with gk.
This implies that
ν(i,j,k)∞F (Γi,j,k\Hi,j,k(F∞)) = ν(i,j)∞F (gkΓg−1k ∩Hi,j(F )\Hi,j(F∞))
where ν(i,j) is the Tamagawa measure over Hi,j .
Since there is sk ∈ St(X) such that z(i,j)k = y(i)j · sk, one obtains
ν(i,j)∞F (gkΓg
−1
k ∩Hi,j(F )\Hi,j(F∞))
=ν(i,j)(Hi,j(F )\Hi,j(F )(Hi,j(AF ) ∩ gkSt(X)g−1k ))
·
∏
v<∞F
ν(i,j)v (Hi,j(Fv) ∩ gkSt(X(oFv ))g−1k )−1
=ν(i,j)(Hi,j(F )\Hi,j(F )hk(Hi,j(AF ) ∩ St(X)))
·
∏
v<∞F
ν(i,j)v (Hi,j(Fv) ∩ St(X(oFv )))−1
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where hk = gk · s−1k ∈ Hi,j(AF ). Since G(AF ) = G(F )St(X) by the strong approxi-
mation property of G, we have⋃
k
Hi,j(F )hk(Hi,j(AF ) ∩ St(X)) = Hi,j(AF )
by Proposition 2.12. Therefore
N(X, T ) ∼
∑
i
d∞F (xi ·G(F∞) ∩X(F∞, T ))
λ∞F (Γ\G(F∞))
(
∑
j
τ(Hi,j)
∏
v<∞F
ν(i,j)v (Hi,j(Fv) ∩ St(X(oFv )))−1)
as T →∞, where τ(Hi,j) is the Tamagawa number of Hi,j .
Since
ν(i,j)v (Hi,j(Fv) ∩ St(X(oFv )))−1 =
dv(y
(i)
j St(X(oFv )))
λv(St(X(oFv )))
=
dv(xiSt(X(oFv ))
λv(St(X(oFv )))
and Hi,j is an inner form of H , one concludes that τ(Hi,j) = τ(H) by (5.1.1) in [14]
and
N(X, T ) ∼ ♯P ic(H)
∑
i
d∞F (xi ·G(F∞) ∩X(F∞, T ))
∏
v<∞F
dv(xiSt(X(oFv ))
λ∞F (Γ\G(F∞))
∏
v<∞F
λv(St(X(oFv )))
as T →∞ by Proposition 2.11 and Theorem 10.1 in [24].
By the strong approximation property for G and [15] and Proposition 2.10 (ii) in
[4], one has
λ∞F (Γ\G(F∞))
∏
v<∞F
λv(St(X(oFv )))
=λG(G(F )\G(F )St(X)) = λG(G(F )\G(AF )) = 1
and ♯P ic(H) = ♯(Br(X)/Br(F )). Then
N(X, T ) ∼ ♯(Br(X)/Br(F ))
∫
(
∏
v<∞F
X(oFv )×X(F∞,T ))
Br(X)
dX
as T →∞ by Proposition 2.9, 1). The result follows from Lemma 4.1. 
For general reductive groups, one has the similar result with some restriction.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose G and H are connected reductive groups without non-trivial
characters over F and X = H\G. If G′(F∞) is not compact for any non-trivial
simple factor G′ of the semi-simple part of G and the map G(F )
p−→ X(F ) in (1.1) is
surjective, then
N(X, T ) ∼ τ(H)
τ(G)
(
∑
χ
∏
v<∞F
Nv(X, χv)) · d∞F (X(F∞, T ))
as T →∞ under the assumption (4.2), where χ runs over all characters in (3.6) and
X is a separated scheme of finite type over oF such that X×oF F = X.
Proof. By Theorem 7.28 in [5], one has [G,X] = G(F )St(X). By Proposition 3.3 and
the assumption (4.2), one has
N(X, T ) ∼ d∞F (X(F∞, T ))
λ∞F (Γ\G(F∞))
r(X · 1A)
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as T →∞. Since
λ∞F (Γ\G(F∞))
∏
v<∞F
λv(St(X(oFv ))) = λG(G(F )\[G,X]) =
τ(G)
s(X)
,
one has
N(X, T ) ∼ τ(H)
τ(G)
(
∑
χ
∏
v<∞F
Nv(X, χv)) · d∞F (X(F∞, T ))
as T →∞ by Corollary 3.8 and Lemma 3.2. 
5. Application to norm equations
In this section, we will apply Theorem 4.4 to study the asymptotic formula of
the number of integral solutions for the scheme X over oF whose generic fiber X =
X×oF F is a trivial torsor of anisotropic torus. Let G be a torus and U be an open
subgroup of G(AF ). A character
̺ : G(AF )/G(F )U −→ C× (5.1)
can be written as ̺ =
∏
v∈ΩF
̺Fv where ̺Fv is induced by
̺Fv : G(Fv)→ G(AF )/G(F )U ̺−→ C×
for any v ∈ ΩF . Let X be a trivial torsor with a fixed rational point P ∈ X(F ) and
p : G → X be a morphism induced by P . Then each ̺Fv also induces a continuous
function ̺v on X(Fv) by setting
̺v(xv) = ̺Fv (p
−1(xv))
for any xv ∈ X(Fv) with v ∈ ΩF . One can reformulate Theorem 4.4 in more flexible
way.
Lemma 5.2. Let G is an anisotropic torus and X is a trivial torsor of G. If X is
a separated scheme of finite type over oF such that X×oF F = X and U is an open
subgroup of St(X), then
N(X, T ) ∼ 1
τ(G)
∑
̺
(
∏
v<∞F
Nv(X, ̺v))N∞(X,T, ̺∞)
as T →∞, where τ(G) is the Tamagawa number of G and
Nv(X, ̺v) =
∫
X(oFv )
̺vdv
for any v <∞F and
N∞(X,T, ̺∞) =
∫
X(F∞,T )
̺∞d∞F
for T ≫ 0 and ̺ runs over all characters in (5.1).
Proof. Decompose
G(AF ) =
n⋃
i=1
aiG(F )St(X) and G(F )St(X) =
m⋃
j=1
bjG(F )U
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where we choose bj ∈ St(X) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Then
(
∏
v<∞F
Nv(X, ̺v))N∞(X,T, ̺∞) =
n∑
i=1
̺(ai)
m∑
j=1
̺(bj)
∫
Di,j
dX
where
Di,j = (X(F∞, T )×
∏
v<∞F
X(oFv ))
⋂
p(aibjG(F )U)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Since bj ∈ St(X), one has that∫
Di,1
dX = · · · =
∫
Di,m
dX
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If the restriction of ̺ to G(F )St(X)/G(F )U is not trivial, then
m∑
j=1
̺(bj) = 0.
Therefore∑
̺
(
∏
v<∞F
Nv(X, ̺v))N∞(X,T, ̺∞) =
∑
χ
∏
v<∞F
Nv(X, χv) · d∞F (X(F∞, T ))
where χ runs over all characters in (3.6) and the result follows from Theorem 4.4. 
In practice, one can use the idea in [34] and [35] to embed a torus to certain
standard torus
∏
λREλ/F (Gm) and apply the results in [34] and [35] to get more
computable formulae. We explain this point by considering the more concrete scheme
X over oF defined by
NK/F (α1x1 + · · ·+ αnxn) = m (5.3)
where K/F is a finite extension of degree n and α1, · · · , αn ∈ oK which are F -linear
independent and m ∈ oF \ {0}. Then X = X×oF F is a torsor of the norm one torus
G = R1K/F (Gm). Let
n∞ =
∑
v∈∞F
(nv − 1)
where nv is the number of places of K above v. If X(oF ) 6= ∅ and n∞ > 0, then there
exists a constant c > 0 such that
N(X, T ) ∼ c(logT )n∞
as T → ∞ by the proof of generalized Dirichlet Unit Theorem (see Theorem 5.12 of
Chapter 5 in [22]). We will explain how to determine the above constant c explicitly.
Let {σ1, · · · , σn} be the set of all embedding of K over F and ∆ = det(σi(αj))n×n.
Lemma 5.4. Let
u =
n∑
j=1
αjxj and σi(u) =
n∑
j=1
σi(αj)xj
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then
ω = m−1∆−1σ1(u) · dσ2(u) ∧ dσ3(u) ∧ · · · ∧ dσn(u)
is an invariant differential form of X.
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Proof. Since
ω = ∆−1 · dσ2(u)
σ2(u)
∧ · · · ∧ dσn(u)
σn(u)
,
one has that ω is an invariant differential form of X ×F K.
Let Mj be the minor for entry σ1(αj) in (σi(αj))n×n. Then we have
dσ2(u) ∧ · · · ∧ dσn(u) =
n∑
j=1
Mjdx1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂xj ∧ · · · ∧ dxn. (5.5)
Since
n∑
i=1
dσi(u)
σi(u)
= 0 ⇒
n∑
i=1
TrK/F (αi/u) · dxi = 0,
one obtains that
dx1 = −TrK/F (α1/u)−1(
n∑
i=2
TrK/F (αi/u) · dxi). (5.6)
Replacing dx1 in (5.5) with (5.6), we have
dσ2(u) ∧ · · · ∧ dσn(u)
=TrK/F (α1/u)
−1(
n∑
j=1
(−1)1+jMj TrK/F (αj/u)) · dx2 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn.
Since
n∑
j=1
(−1)1+jMj · σ1(αj) = ∆ and
n∑
j=1
(−1)1+jMj · σi(αj) = 0
for 2 ≤ i ≤ n, one obtains
TrK/F (α1/u)
−1
n∑
j=1
(−1)1+jMj TrK/F (αj/u)
=TrK/F (α1/u)
−1(
n∑
j=1
(−1)1+jMj · σ1(αj))σ1(u)−1
+
n∑
i=2
(
n∑
j=1
(−1)1+jMj · σi(αj))σi(u)−1
=TrK/F (α1/u)
−1σ1(u)
−1∆.
Hence
dσ2(u) ∧ · · · ∧ dσn(u) = TrK/F (α1/u)−1σ1(u)−1∆ · dx2 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn
and
ω = m−1TrK/F (α1/u)
−1 · dx2 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn.
This implies that ω is a differential form of X . 
We will use this volume form ω to calculate d∞F (X(F∞, T )).
Lemma 5.7. (1) Suppose v is a real place.
If there are r ≥ 1 real places and s complex places of K over v, then
dv(X(Fv, T )) ∼ 2r−1(2π)s n
r+s−1
(r + s− 1)! |NK/F (∆)|
−1
v · (logT )r+s−1
as T →∞.
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If all places over v are complex, then
dv(X(Fv, T )) ∼ (2π)s−1 n
s−1
(s− 1)! |NK/F (∆)|
−1
v · (logT )s−1
as T →∞ with s = n2 .
(2) Suppose v be a complex place. Then
dv(X(Fv, T )) ∼ (2π)n−1 n
n−1
(n− 1)! |NK/F (∆)|
−1
v · (log T )n−1
as T →∞.
Proof. We only prove the case that v be a real place and r > 0. The rest of cases
follows from the exact the same arguments. Assume σ1, · · · , σr are real embedding
and σr+1, σ¯r+1, · · · , σr+s, σ¯r+s are complex embedding. Let B = [−1, 1]n ⊂ Rn. By
changing coordinate zi = σi(u) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r + s with Rn → Rr × Cs, one has
dv(X(Fv, T )) =
∫
T ·B∩X(Fv)
|ω| =
∫
T ·B′∩X(Fv)
|ω′|
where
ω′ = |NK/F (∆)|−1v
dz2
|z2| ∧ · · · ∧
dzr
|zr| ∧
dzr+1
|zr+1| ∧
dz¯r+1
|z¯r+1| ∧ · · · ∧
dzr+s
|zr+s| ∧
dz¯r+s
|z¯r+s|
and B′ is the image of B in Rr × Cs under this change coordinate.
For any δ > 0, we define
B(δ) = {(x1, · · · , xr, xr+1, · · · , xr+s) ∈ Rr × Cs : |xi| ≤ δ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r + s}.
Since there exist δ1 > δ2 > 0 such that B(δ2) ⊂ B′ ⊂ B(δ1) and∫
B(T ·δ2)∩X(Fv)
|ω′| ≤ dv(X(Fv, T )) ≤
∫
B(T ·δ1)∩X(Fv)
|ω′|,
one only needs to show that∫
B(T ·δ)∩X(Fv)
|ω′| ∼ 2r−1(2π)s n
r+s−1
(r + s− 1)! |NK/F (∆)|
−1
v · (logT )r+s−1
as T →∞ for any δ > 0.
Since B(T · δ) ∩X(Fv) has 2r−1 connected components and the integral over each
connected component is the same. Therefore∫
B(T ·δ)∩X(Fv)
|ω′| = 2r−1
∫
BX,T
|ω′|
where BX,T is the connected component of B(T · δ)∩X(Fv) such that the first r-real
coordinates are positive.
By using the the polar coordinates{
zi = e
ρi for i = 1, · · · , r
zj = e
ρj+iθj with 0 ≤ θj < 2π for j = r + 1, · · · r + s,
one obtains that∫
BX,T
|ω′| = |NK/F (∆)|−1v (2π)s
∫
V (T )
(
r∧
i=2
dρi) ∧ (
s∧
j=1
d(2ρr+j))
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where
V (T ) = {(ρi) ∈ (−∞, log(T · δ)]r+s :
r∑
i=1
ρi +
s∑
j=1
2ρr+j = log |m|v}.
By substituting ρi by ρi logT for 1 ≤ i ≤ r + s, one has∫
V (T )
(
r∧
i=2
dρi) ∧ (
s∧
j=1
d(2ρr+j)) ∼ (logT )s+r−1
∫
V
(
r∧
i=2
dρi) ∧ (
s∧
j=1
d(2ρr+j))
as T →∞, where
V = {(ρi) ∈ (−∞, 1]r+s :
r∑
i=1
ρi +
s∑
j=1
2ρr+j = 0}
= {(ui) ∈ (−∞, 0]r+s :
r∑
i=1
ui +
s∑
j=1
2ur+j = −n}
= {(u2, · · · , ur+s) ∈ (−∞, 0]r+s−1 :
r∑
i=2
ui +
s∑
j=1
2ur+j ≥ −n}
with ui = ρi − 1 for i = 1, · · · , r + s. Therefore∫
V
(
r∧
i=2
dρi) ∧ (
s∧
j=1
d(2ρr+j)) = n
r+s−1/(r + s− 1)!
by the standard computation. The proof is complete. 
If F = Q and α1, · · · , αn ∈ oK are linear independent over Q such that
L = Zα1 + · · ·+ Zαn
is an order of K, one can associate the narrow ring class field HL corresponding to
the order L with the Artin reciprocity isomorphism
ψHL/K : IK/K
×(K+∞
∏
p<∞
L×p )
∼=−→ Gal(HL/K) (5.8)
where K+∞ is the connected component of 1 inside K∞, Lp is the p-adic completion
of L inside Kp = K ⊗Q Qp and L×p is the unit group of Lp for any prime p.
Let
G = R1K/Q(Gm) and G(Zp) = {ξ ∈ L×p : NKp/Qp(ξ) = 1}
for any prime p. Set G(R)+ to be the connected component of 1 inside
G(R) = {x ∈ K×∞ : NK∞/R(x) = 1}.
The homomorphism induced by the natural inclusion
λK : G(AQ)/G(Q)(G(R)
+
∏
p<∞
G(Zp)) −→ IK/K×(K+∞
∏
p<∞
L×p ) (5.9)
is well-defined. Moreover, if xA ∈ ker(λK), then there are
α ∈ K× and yA ∈ K+∞
∏
p<∞
L×p
such that xA = α · yA. Therefore
NK/Q(α
−1) = NK/Q(α
−1xA) = NK/Q(yA) ∈ Q ∩ (R+ ×
∏
p
Z×p ) = {1}
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where R+ is the set of positive reals. This implies that λK is injective.
Consider the Diophantine equation (5.3) X over Z. Then X(Z) 6= ∅ if and only if
there is
(x1,p, · · · , xn,p)p≤∞ ∈
∏
p≤∞
X(Zp)
such that
ψHL/K((
n∑
i=1
αixi,p)p≤∞) = 1
where
n∑
i=1
αixi,p ∈ Kp = K ⊗Q Qp
by Corollary 1.6 in [34].
Lemma 5.10. Let K/Q be a finite extension of degree n and X be the scheme defined
by the norm equation
NK/Q(α1x1 + · · ·+ αnxn) = m
with α1, · · · , αn ∈ oK such that L = Zα1 + · · · + Zαn is an order of K and m ∈ Z
with m 6= 0. If X = X×Z Q is a trivial torsor of G = R1K/Q(Gm), then
N(X, T ) ∼ hG
hL · τ(G)
∑
φ
∏
p primes
Np(X, φ)N∞(X,T, φ)
as T →∞, runs over all characters of Gal(HL/K) and
hG = [G(AQ) : G(Q)(G(R)
+
∏
p<∞
G(Zp))] and hL = [IK : K
×(K+∞
∏
p<∞
L×p )]
with the above notation and τ(G) is the Tamagawa number of G and
Np(X, φ) =
∫
X(Zp)
φ(ψHL/K(
n∑
i=1
αixi,p))dp(x1,p, · · · , xn,p)
for all primes p and
N∞(X,T, φ) =
∫
X(R,T )
φ(ψHL/K(
n∑
i=1
αixi,∞))d∞(x1,∞, · · · , xn,∞)
with the Artin map ψHL/K in (5.8).
Proof. Fix (ς1, · · · , ςn) ∈ X(Q). One can apply Lemma 5.2 by using
̺p(x1,p, · · · , xn,p) = ̺Fv((
n∑
i=1
αixi,p)(
n∑
i=1
αiςi)
−1)
for any (x1,p, · · · , xn,p) ∈ X(Qp) with all primes p ≤ ∞.
Since the natural inclusion λK in (5.9) is injective, one concludes that
N(X, T ) ∼ hG
hL · τ(G)
∑
φ
∏
p≤∞
Np(X, φ)N∞(X,T, φ)
as T → ∞, where φ runs over all characters of Gal(HL/K) by the Artin reciprocity
law (5.8). 
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We further specialize to the case that K/Q is a real quadratic extension with the
discriminant D and L = Zα1 + Zα2 is the maximal order oK of K. Let P (D) be the
set of all prime divisors of D and
m = (−1)spe11 · · · peff
∏
qi∈P (D)
qtii
where p1, · · · , pf are the distinct primes and prime to D. Let
Q1 = {pi : (D
pi
) = 1 with 1 ≤ i ≤ f}
and
Q2 = {pi : (D
pi
) = −1 with 1 ≤ i ≤ f}.
Since Gal(K/Q) acts on the two real places transitively, one real place is ramified
in HL/K if and only if the other real place is ramified in HL/K. Since the global
element −1 in K gives identity in Gal(HL/K) via the Artin map, one obtains that the
complex conjugations over these two real places are the same by using the product of
the local Artin maps when a real place v of K is ramified in HL/K. Let σ−1 be the
complex conjugation if a real place of K is ramified in HL/K; otherwise σ−1 is the
identity in Gal(HL/K).
If pi ∈ Q1, then pi splits into two primes p1 and p2 in K. Since the global element
pi gives identity in Gal(HL/K) via the Artin map, one obtains that the Frobenius
of p1 and the Frobenius of p2 are inverse to each other in Gal(HL/K) by using the
product of the local Artin maps. Let σpi be the Frobenius of p1 in Gal(HL/K). Then
the Frobenius of p2 in Gal(HL/K) is σ
−1
pi . Define
δpi(φ) =
{
(ei + 1)φ(σpi)
ei if φ(σ2pi ) = 1
(1− φ(σpi )2ei+2)(φ(σpi )ei − φ(σpi )ei+2)−1 otherwise.
for any character φ of Gal(HL/K). Then δpi(φ) is independent of the choice of the
place p1 of K.
If pi ∈ Q2, then pi is inert in K. Then the Frobenius σpi of pi satisfies
σpi = ψHL/K,pi(pi) =
∏
v 6=pi
ψHL/K,v(pi)
−1
by the reciprocity law. Since HL/K is unramified at all finite places, we have
σpi =
∏
v|∞
ψHL/K,v(pi)
−1 ·
∏
v<∞,v 6=pi
ψHL/K,v(pi)
−1 = 1 · 1 = 1.
If pi ∈ P (D), the Frobenius of the unique place of K over pi in Gal(HL/K) is
denoted by σpi .
Proposition 5.11. Suppose K/Q is a real quadratic extension and L = Zα1 + Zα2
is the maximal order oK of K. With the above notation, we define
cm =
∑
φ
φ(σsgn(m)) ·
∏
pi∈P (D)
φ(σpi )
ti ·
∏
pi∈Q1
δpi(φ)
where φ runs over all characters of Gal(HL/K) and
σsgn(m) =
{
σ−1 if m < 0
1 if m > 0.
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Then the norm equation
NK/Q(α1x+ α2y) = m
is solvable over Z if and only if this equation is solvable over Zp for all primes p ≤ ∞
and cm 6= 0. Moreover
N(X, T ) ∼ 2cm
h+K
√
D
· logT
log ǫ
as T →∞, where ǫ is the unique minimal unit of oK such that ǫ > 1 and NK/Q(ǫ) = 1
and
h+K = [IK : K
×(K+∞
∏
v<∞K
o×Kv )]
with the connected component K+∞ of 1 in K
×
∞ is the narrow class number of K.
Proof. Let X be the scheme over Z defined by the above norm equation. Since∏
p≤∞
X(Zp) 6= ∅,
one gets that X = X ×Z Q is a trivial torsor of G = R1K/Q(Gm). In order to apply
Lemma 5.10, one needs to compute the integrals in each term.
If (p,m) = 1, then ψHL/K takes the trivial value over X(Zp) and
Np(X, φ) =
∫
X(Zp)
dp =
∫
G(Zp)
dp
for all character φ of Gal(HL/K).
If pi ∈ P (D), then
ψHL/K(α1xpi + α2ypi) = σ
ti
pi
for all (xpi , ypi) ∈ X(Zpi). Therefore
Npi(X, φ) = φ(σpi )
ti
∫
G(Zpi )
dpi
for all character φ of Gal(HL/K).
If pi ∈ Q1, then p splits into two places p1 and p2 in K/Q. Let σpi be the Frobenius
of HL/K at p1. Therefore
Npi(X, φ) =
ei∑
i=0
∫
z1z2=m,vpi (z1)=i
φ(σipi · σ−(ei−i)pi )dpi
=
ei∑
i=0
φ(σpi )
2i−ei
∫
G(Zp)
dpi = δpi(φ)
∫
G(Zpi )
dpi
for all character φ of Gal(HL/K).
If p =∞ and a real place over ∞ is ramified in HL/K, then
ψHL/K(α1x∞ + α2y∞) =
{
σ−1 when α1x∞ + α2y∞ < 0
1 otherwise
over such a real place. Therefore
N∞(X,T, φ) =
{
φ(σ−1)d∞(X(R, T )) if m < 0
d∞(X(R, T )) if m > 0
for all character φ of Gal(HL/K).
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Let
hG = [G(AQ) : G(Q)(G(R)
+
∏
p<∞
G(Zp))]
where G(R)+ is the connected component of 1. Then
τ(G) = hG
∏
p<∞
∫
G(Zp)
dp ·
∫
G(Z)\G(R)
d∞
where τ(G) is the Tamagawa number of G and
G(Z) = G(Q) ∩ (G(R)+
∏
p<∞
G(Zp)).
By using the invariant differential in Lemma 5.4, one obtains that∫
G(Z)\G(R)
d∞ =
2√
D
log ǫ
where ǫ is the unique minimal unit of oK satisfying with ǫ > 1 and NK/Q(ǫ) = 1. By
Lemma 5.7, we have
d∞(X(R, T )) ∼ 4
D
· logT
as T → ∞. The result follows from combining the above computation and Lemma
5.10 and Proposition 3.3. 
By Proposition 5.11, the negative Pell equation
x2 − δy2 = −1
where δ is a square-free positive integer with δ 6≡ 1 mod 4 is solvable over Z if and
only if σ−1 is trivial in Gal(HL/K), which is equivalent to that the narrow class
number h+K of K is equal to the the class number hK of K. This is the well-known
classical result. In this case, one has
N(X, T ) ∼ δ− 12 logT
log ǫ
as T →∞ by Proposition 5.11, where ǫ = x0+y0
√
δ with the integral solution (x0, y0)
of x2 − δy2 = 1 such that ǫ > 1 and ǫ is minimal.
Now we provide a more explicit example. For any integer m, one can write
m = (−1)s02s117s2p1e1 · · · pgeg and Π(m) = {p1, · · · , pg}.
Decompose Π(m) into the disjoint union of the following subsets
Π1 = {p ∈ Π(m) : (2
p
) = (
17
p
) = −1} and Π2 = {p ∈ Π(m) : (34
p
) = −1}
Π3 = {p ∈ Π(m) : (2
p
) = (
17
p
) = 1 and (
−7 + 4√2
p
) = 1}
Π4 = {p ∈ Π(m) : (2
p
) = (
17
p
) = 1 and (
−7 + 4√2
p
) = −1}.
Let
m1 = (−1)s0
∏
pi∈Π1
peii .
Example 5.12. With the above notation, the equation x2−34y2 = m is solvable over
Z if and only if m1 ≡ ±1 mod 8, (m117 ) = 1, (34pi ) = 1 for odd ei and
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(1) there is an odd ei for some pi ∈ Π1. In this case
N(X, T ) ∼ 1
2
√
34
∏
pi∈Π(m)\Π2
(1 + ei) · logT
log(35 + 6
√
34)
as T →∞.
(2) Π1 6= ∅ and all ei are even for pi ∈ Π1. In this case
N(X, T ) ∼ r
2
√
34
∏
pi∈Π3∪Π4
(1 + ei) · logT
log(35 + 6
√
34)
as T →∞, where
r = (−1)s0+s2+ 12
∑
pi∈Π1
ei+
∑
pi∈Π4
ei +
∏
pi∈Π1
(1 + ei).
(3) Π1 = ∅ and
∑
pi∈Π4
ei ≡ s0 + s2 mod 2. In this case
N(X, T ) ∼ 1√
34
∏
pi∈Π3∪Π4
(1 + ei) · logT
log(35 + 6
√
34)
as T →∞.
Proof. The narrow Hilbert class field HL of K = Q(
√
34) is given by
HL = K(
√
−7 + 4
√
2) with Gal(HL/K) ∼= µ4 = {±1,±i}.
By the notation in Proposition 5.11, we have
σp =

1 if p ∈ {2} ∪ Π2 ∪ Π3
−1 if p = {−1, 17} ∪ Π4
±i if p ∈ Π1
and ǫ = 35 + 6
√
34. Let φ be the generator of the character group of Gal(HL/K).
If ϕ = 1 or φ2, then
δp(ϕ) = (1 + ei)ϕ(σpi )
ei
for pi ∈ Π1 ∪ Π3 ∪Π4.
If ϕ = φ or φ3, then
δp(ϕ) =
{
1
2 (i
ei + (−i)ei) if pi ∈ Π1
(1 + ei)ϕ(σpi )
ei if pi ∈ Π3 ∪ Π4.
Therefore
cm =
∑
φ
φ(σ−1)
∏
pi∈P (34)
φ(σpi)
ei
∏
pi∈Π(m)\Π2
δpi(φ)
=
∏
pi∈Π(m)\Π2
(1 + ei) +
∏
pi∈Π1
(−1)ei(1 + ei) ·
∏
pi∈Π3∪Π4
(1 + ei)
+ 2(−1)s0+s2
∏
pi∈Π1
1
2
(iei + (−i)ei) ·
∏
pi∈Π3
(1 + ei) ·
∏
pi∈Π4
(−1)ei(1 + ei).
Since (n117 ) = 1 by the local solvability condition, one has∏
pi∈Π1
(−1)ei = 1.
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If there is an odd ei for some pi ∈ Π1, then
cm = 2
∏
pi∈Π(m)\Π2
(1 + ei).
If all ei are even for all pi ∈ Π1 or Π1 = ∅, then
cm = 2
∏
pi∈Π(m)\Π2
(1 + ei) + 2(−1)s0+s2+
1
2
∑
pi∈Π1
ei+
∑
pi∈Π4
ei
∏
pi∈Π3∪Π4
(1 + ei).
The result follows from Proposition 5.11 and Example 5.5 in [34]. 
Comparing this example with Example 5.5 in [34], one can find that both conditions
for existence the integral points look slight different. This is because the X-admissible
subgroups in [34, Theorem 1.10 ] are not unique. In other word, the finite subgroups
of Br(X) for testing the existence of the integral points are not unique.
6. Examples for semi-simple groups
As application, we will explain that the asymptotic formula of the number of inte-
gral solutions in Theorem 1.1 of [8] is the same as the Hardy-Littlewood expectation
in sense of [3] although the Brauer-Manin obstruction is not trivial in general.
Example 6.1. Let p(λ) be an irreducible monic polynomial of degree n ≥ 2 over Z
and X be the scheme over Z defined by the following equations with variables xi,j for
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n
det(λIn − (xi,j)) = p(λ)
and X = X×Z Q. Then
N(X, T ) ∼ (
∏
p<∞
∫
X(Zp)
dp) ·
∫
X(R,T )
d∞
as T →∞.
Proof. Since both SLn and GLn act on X by x ◦ g = gxg−1, one has that X is the
homogeneous space of SLn and GLn with a rational point
v =

0 0 · · · 0 − an
1 0 · · · 0 − an−1
· · · · · · · · ·
0 0 · · · 1 − a1
 ∈ X(Q)
where p(λ) = λn + a1λ
n−1 + · · · + a0. Moreover, the stabilizers of v inside SLn and
GLn are S ∼= R1K/Q(Gm) and RK/Q(Gm) respectively, where K = Q(θ) and θ is a
root of p(λ). Then we have the following commutative diagram
1 −−−−→ S −−−−→ SLn −−−−→ X −−−−→ 1y y ∥∥∥
1 −−−−→ RK/Q(Gm) −−−−→ GLn −−−−→ X −−−−→ 1
For any field extension k/Q, one obtains the following commutative diagram
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1 1y y
1 −−−−→ S(k) −−−−→ SLn(k) −−−−→ X(k) δ1−−−−→ H1(k, S)y y ∥∥∥
1 −−−−→ (k ⊗Q K)× −−−−→ GLn(k) −−−−→ X(k) −−−−→ 1yNK/Q ydet
1 −−−−→ k× k×yδ2 y
H1(k, S) 1
by Galois cohomology, Shapiro’s Lemma and Hilbert 90.
For any x ∈ X(k), there is a g ∈ GLn(k) such that gvg−1 = x by the second line
of the above diagram. Let y ∈ RK/Q(Gm)(k¯) such that NK/Q(y) = det(g). Then
gy−1 ∈ SLn(k¯) and
(gy−1)v(gy−1)−1 = g(y−1vy)g−1 = gvg−1 = x
and
δ1(v) = σ(y
−1g)(y−1g)−1 = σ(y−1)σ(g)g−1y = σ(y−1)y = δ2(det(g)
−1).
Therefore
δ1 : X(k) −→ H1(k, S) ∼= k×/NK/k((K ⊗Q k)×)
x 7→ det(g)−1 ·NK/k((K ⊗Q k)×)
(6.2)
Let L be the Galois closure of K/Q, Λ = Gal(L/Q) and Υ = Gal(L/K). Write
Ŝ = Hom(S,Gm) be the character group of S. Then one has the short exact sequence
of Λ-module
0 −→ Z −→ IndΛΥ(Z) −→ Ŝ −→ 0
which gives the long exact sequence
→ H1(Λ, IndΛΥ(Z))→ H1(Λ, Ŝ)→ H2(Λ,Z)→ H2(Λ, IndΛΥ(Z))
where
H1(Λ, IndΛΥ(Z)) = H
1(Υ,Z) = 0
and
H2(Λ,Z) = H1(Λ,Q/Z) = Hom(Λ,Q/Z)
and
H2(Λ, IndΛΥ(Z)) = H
2(Υ,Z) = H1(Υ,Q/Z) = Hom(Υ,Q/Z)
by Shapiro’s Lemma. Since
0→ H1(Λ, Ŝ) inf−−→ H1(Q, Ŝ) res−−→ H1(L, Ŝ)
and
H1(L, Ŝ) = Hom(Gal(Q¯/L), Ŝ) = 0
where Q¯ is an algebraic closure of Q, one concludes that
Pic(S) = H1(Q, Ŝ) = H1(Λ, Ŝ) = ker(Λ̂→ Υ̂)
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by Theorem of §4.3 of Chapter 2 in [30], where
Λ̂ = Hom(Λ,Q/Z) and Υ̂ = Hom(Υ,Q/Z).
By Proposition 2.10 of [4], one only needs to consider that Pic(S) is not trivial. For
any χ ∈ ker(Λ̂→ Υ̂) with χ 6= 1, one gets a non-trivial abelian extension A/Q inside
L/Q such that ker(χ) = Gal(L/A). By Minkowski’s Theorem (see (2.17) of Chapter
III in [18]), there is a prime p such that p is ramified in A/Q. By (1.7) Proposition
of Chapter V and (5.6) Proposition of Chapter VI in [18], there is an idele (ul)l of Q
defined by ul = 1 for l 6= p and up ∈ Z×p for l = p such that
χ(ψA/Q((ul)l)) 6= 1
where ψA/Q is the Artin map.
Let ξ ∈ Br(X) be the image of χ under the map
δtors(SLn) : Pic(S)→ Br(X)
defined in P.314 of [4]. By Proposition 2.10 in [4], one has that ξ is not trivial in
Br(X)/Br(Q). Applying the change of variables on X(Qp) by using the diagonal
matrix diag(u−1p , 1, · · · , 1)
(xi,j) 7→ diag(u−1p , 1, · · · , 1) · (xi,j) · diag(up, 1, · · · , 1)
which leaves X(Zp) stable, one obtains that∫
X(Zp)
ξdp = χ(ψA/Q((ul)l))
∫
X(Zp)
ξdp
by (6.2) and the diagram (3.1) in [4]. Therefore∫
X(Zp)
ξdp = 0
and the result follows from Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 2.10 (ii) in [4]. 
We will answer a question raised by Borovoi how to compute the ratio of the
number of the integral solutions with the Hardy-Littlewood expectation for Example
6.3 in [3].
Example 6.3. Let a ∈ Z with a 6= 0 and Xa be a scheme over Z defined by the
equation
det(xi,j)n×n = a with xi,j = xj,i for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n
with Xa = Xa ×Z Q and n ≥ 3. Define
cn(a) = lim
T→∞
N(Xa, T )
(
∏
p<∞
∫
Xa(Zp)
dp) ·
∫
Xa(R,T )
d∞
.
Then
cn(a) = 1 +
∏
p|2a
∫
Xa(Zp)
h dp∫
Xa(Zp)
dp
· lim
T→∞
∫
Xa(R,T )
h d∞∫
Xa(R,T )
d∞
where h : X(Qp) −→ {±1} is the Hasse-Witt symbol function defined in P.167 of [20].
In particular
cn(a) =
{
1 if a > 0 and n ≡ 2 mod 4
1
2 if a = 1 and n = 3.
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Proof. Since SLn acts on Xa by x ◦ g = g′xg where g′ is the transpose of g, one has
that Xa is the homogeneous space of SLn with a rational point of diagonal matrix
v = diag(a, 1, · · · , 1) ∈ Xa(Q) and the stabilizer of v is the special orthogonal group
SO(v) defined by diag(a, 1, · · · , 1). Moreover, one gets that
Pic(SO(v)) ∼= Z/(2)
by Proposition 2.5 and 2.6 in [4]. The non-trivial element E of Pic(SO(v)) gives the
central extension of SO(v) by Gm satisfying the following diagram
1 −−−−→ µ2 −−−−→ Spin −−−−→ SO(v) −−−−→ 1y y idy
1 −−−−→ Gm −−−−→ E −−−−→ SO(v) −−−−→ 1
because Spin is almost simple. Applying the Galois cohomology, one has
H1(k, SO(v))
h′−−−−→ 2Br(k)
id
y y
H1(k, SO(v)) −−−−→ Br(k)
(6.4)
for any field extension k/Q, where h′ is the Hasse-Witt invariant by (31.41) in [13].
By Proposition 2.10 in [4], one has that δtors(SLn)(E) is the non-trivial element ξ
of Br(Xa)/Br(Q). Moreover, the evaluation of ξ over Xa(k) is equal to the Hasse-
Witt invariant of the corresponding torsor by Proposition 2.9 in [4] and the above
commutative diagram (6.4). By the commutative diagram (3.1) in [4] and Theorem
4.3 and the Hilbert reciprocity law (see Chapter VII in [20]), one concludes that
cn(a) = 1 +
(
∏
p<∞
∫
Xa(Zp)
h dp)
(
∏
p<∞
∫
Xa(Zp)
dp)
· lim
T→∞
∫
Xa(R,T )
h d∞∫
Xa(R,T )
d∞
where h : Xa(Qp) −→ {±1} is the Hasse-Witt symbol function. If p ∤ 2a, then
h(x) = 1 by 92:1 in [20] and the first part of the result follows.
There are only finitely many orbits of SLn(R) inside Xa(R) classified by the sig-
natures. Among these orbits, the most significant orbits Y+(R) and Y−(R) are given
by the exact sequence
1 −→ SO± −→ SLn(R) π±−−→ Y±(R) −→ 1
where SO± are the special orthogonal groups defined by ±In respectively. Both SO±
are the compact subgroups of SLn(R). The rest orbits Yi are given by
1 −→ SOi −→ SLn(R) πi−→ Yi(R) −→ 1
where SOi are the special orthogonal groups defined by the rest of representatives of
the orbits of SLn(R) whose signatures are different from those of ±In. Then such
SOi’s are not compact. Since∫
Xa(R,T )∩Y±(R)
d∞ =
V ol(π−1± (Xa(R, T ) ∩ Y±(R)))
V ol(π−1± (Xa(R, T ) ∩ Y±(R)) ∩ SO±)
and ∫
Xa(R,T )∩Yi(R)
d∞ =
V ol(π−1i (Xa(R, T ) ∩ Yi(R)))
V ol(π−1i (Xa(R, T ) ∩ Yi(R)) ∩ SOi)
,
where
lim
T→∞
V ol(π−1± (Xa(R, T ) ∩ Y±(R)) ∩ SO±) = V ol(SO±) <∞
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and
lim
T→∞
V ol(π−1i (Xa(R, T ) ∩ Yi(R)) ∩ SOi) =∞,
one concludes that
lim
T→∞
∫
Xa(R,T )
h d∞∫
Xa(R,T )
d∞
=

1 if a > 0 and n ≡ 1 mod 2
1 if a < 0 and n ≡ 3 mod 4
−1 if a < 0 and n ≡ 1 mod 4
1 if a > 0 and n ≡ 0 mod 4
0 if a > 0 and n ≡ 2 mod 4
by computation of Hasse-Witt invariant over R.
For a = 1 and n = 3, one has
c3(1) = 1 +
∫
X1(Z2)
h d2∫
X1(Z2)
d2
.
By 93:18 (iv) in [20], there are two orbits of X1(Z2) under the action of SL3(Z2) with
the representatives
L−1 =
 1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1
 and L1 =
 2 1 01 2 0
0 0 3−1

where h(L−1) = −1 and h(L1) = 1. Therefore∫
X1(Z2)
h d2 =
V ol(SL3(Z2))
V ol(SO(L1))
− V ol(SL3(Z2))
V ol(SO(L−1))
and ∫
X1(Z2)
d2 =
V ol(SL3(Z2))
V ol(SO(L1))
+
V ol(SL3(Z2))
V ol(SO(L−1))
.
By Lemma 1.8.1 in [3], one has
β2(L1, L1) = V ol(SO(L1)) and β2(L−1, L−1) = V ol(SO(L−1))
where β2(L1, L1) and β2(L−1, L−1) are local densities in sense of §5.6 of Chapter 5
[11]. Since
β2(L1, L1)
β2(L−1, L−1)
=
1 + 2−1
1− 2−1 = 3
by Theorem 5.6.3 in [11], one has
c3(1) = 1 +
1− β2(L1,L1)β2(L−1,L−1)
1 + β2(L1,L1)β2(L−1,L−1)
=
1
2
.
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